Implementing dynamic changes in automation support using ocular-based metrics of mental workload: a laboratory study
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Abstract

Adaptive Automation has been often invoked as a remedy to indiscriminate introduction of automation support. However, this form of automation is difficult to implement without a sensitive and reliable index of the Operator Functional State. In a series of studies we have showed the usefulness of the distribution of eye fixations as an index of mental workload to be used as a trigger of automation. Particularly, the distribution pattern was found to be sensitive to taskload variations and types, thus making it very appealing for designing adaptive systems. This approach seems to be valid and reliable, but a necessary step in this research program would be testing the effectiveness of automation driven by fixation distribution and its capability in reducing the workload. The present study is a first attempt to carry out such validation.

Introduction

In many work domains the introduction of automation can improve complex systems performance and reduce overall costs by limiting the intervention of human operators. This can be accomplished in several ways: for example, through the assignment of routine tasks to computer systems in order to relieve the operator from performing them, as well as by implementing automatic monitoring of a process in order to improve safety (Rouse, 1981). Automation could also be implemented for removing the operators from dangerous work environments and for operating in environments that are inaccessible to the humans (Sheridan, 1992).

However, a major challenge in automation design is function allocation, that is “what needs to be automated” and “to what extent” in order to optimise performance (Inagaki, 2003). Several models have been devised in order to answer those questions and for supporting automation design. Some accounts represent all-purpose taxonomies initially developed in specific research domains (e.g. Sheridan and Verplank, 1978), whereas others attempted to address the issue of function allocation in terms of its relation with human information processing (e.g. Parasuraman, Sheridan & Wickens, 2000). There is, however, a third question that...
should be answered in order to properly allocate functions, which is “when to automate”. Indeed, albeit technology is aimed at reducing mental workload and errors, human interaction with automated systems also result in paradoxical side effects: automating a task often lead to loss of situation awareness and to higher mental workload when the operator is asked to intervene into the ongoing operation, particularly if the operator has been confined to monitoring functions for prolonged periods. With that in mind, it would be desirable having more flexible forms of automation in which function allocation dynamically varies during system operation and it is matched to what has been recently defined as “operator functional state” (Hockey, Gaillard, & Burov, 2003). That would facilitate a positive trade-off between the benefits and costs of automation itself (Parasuraman and Wickens, 2008). This form of automation is usually called “adaptive” and represents a closed-loop system in which the state of the operator is constantly monitored and support is provided only when it is needed.

**The quest of a trigger**

Adaptive automation is difficult to implement without a sensitive and reliable index of mental workload. The choice of the index to use for triggering the system when the functional state of the operator significantly deviates from optimal levels is thus one of the most important issues both for research purposes and for effective implementation of dynamic function allocation. Spontaneous psychophysiological activity showing sensitivity to variations in mental workload (e.g. cardiovascular, cerebral and ocular activity) is commonly considered the best choice, because it provides the opportunity for steady monitoring (and control). Many efforts have been devoted by several research groups for finding viable methodologies. Only to name a few, indices of “engagement” obtained from continuous EEG (Pope, Bogart, & Bartolome, 1995) or neural networks integrating data from multiple psychophysiological measures (Wilson, Lambert, & Russell, 2000) have been tested as potential triggers for adaptive systems. However, there is still no agreement in the literature about which indicator to use.

Among the many valuable accounts in the literature, our research group has proposed the use of the distribution of eye fixations as an index of mental workload and a potential trigger for adaptive systems. Particularly, a statistical indicator of spatial dispersion (the Nearest Neighbour Index) has been repeatedly found to vary with taskload (Camilli et al., 2007; 2008; Di Nocera & Bolia, 2007; Di Nocera et al. 2006; 2007; 2014). The index is based on the ratio between minimum distances observed in the distribution of eye fixations and the minimum distance expected by chance. Fixations spreading appear to be associated to mental workload when taskload depends on the temporal demand, whereas fixations clustering would be associated to mental workload when taskload depends on the visuo-spatial demand. This index seems to be valid and reliable, but a necessary step in this research program would be testing the effectiveness of NNI-driven automation support in reducing the workload. Particularly, an adaptive system based on NNI should: 1) activate when the index deviates from (a previously computed) baseline; 2) produce a corresponding change in the fixation distribution (back to baseline limits)
indicating a mitigation of workload; 3) deactivate when that state has been reached.
The present study is a first attempt to carry out such validation.

Study

Participants. Nineteen individuals (9 females, mean age = 26.52 st. dev. =2.65) volunteered in this study. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected to normal vision.

Experimental setup. The X2-30 wide eye tracking system (Tobii, Sweden) was used for recording ocular activity and custom Matlab code has been developed for running this experiment. The Tetris game, a commonly known tile-matching puzzle videogame successfully endorsed in a variety of studies (e.g., Trimmel & Huber, 1998), was used as experimental task. The gaming platform was based on “matlabtetris” by Matt Figg. The entire experimental package was developed using Matlab® 2013a along with Tobii Analytics SDK v. 3.0 and was composed by three modules: the Tetris game, the NNI suite and the NNI monitor. The layout and the graphics of the game were kept as minimalistic as possible in order to reduce spurious saccades. Ocular data sampling frequency was set at the maximum available rate (40Hz). The NNI suite was created after the ASTEF package code (Camilli et al., 2008), performed all the tasks related to spatial statistics and computed them in real-time in order to trigger the automation support. This module can compute NNI based on convex-hull or smallest-rectangle areas, with or without the Donnelly adjustment. The suite can also analyse data and generate time series to be used in successive statistical analyses. The NNI monitor (available to the experimenter for visual inspection during the recording) plots the ongoing NNI value.

Procedure. Participants were seated in front of a 17” display, at a distance of approximately 60 cm. The room was dimly illuminated only by the display. After calibration of the eye-tracking system, they underwent a practice run of the Tetris game at the same velocity of the real game for avoiding context effects in the subjective assessment (see Colle & Reid, 1998).

The version of the game used in this study acted as a common version of the Tetris game with the exception that in this case the game restarted from a blank screen (starting condition) each time the stack of Tetriminos (game pieces) reached the top of the playing area and no new Tetriminos were able to enter. This condition commonly denotes the end of the game, whereas in this very situation the game needed to go on until the end of the entire experimental session (10 minutes each session). The game was therefore immediately restarted when the Tetriminos (reached the top and the restart was scored as a loss: a performance indicator to be used as dependent variable (# of restarts).

2 http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/34513-matlabtetris
Automation support was implemented as a projection of the falling Tetrimonos ("ghost block") over the pieces lying at the very bottom of the game area. This is known to facilitate the proper positioning by providing a time gain to the player. This manipulation has been already used in one previous study (Di Nocera et al., 2006).

During the first 5 minutes of gaming the NNI baseline for each subject was computed in real-time and any NNI value greater than ±1 standard deviation was marked as “out of range”. Data collected within this “calibration” epoch was not included in the analyses.

Three automation conditions were implemented: manual control (no automation support), self-paced automation support (subjects could activate/deactivate the ghost block at their ease), and adaptive automation (the ghost block appeared when NNI deviations from baseline occurred and disappeared right after the NNI values returned within baseline limits). Each condition lasted 15 minutes and the presentation order was balanced across participants.

**Data analysis and results**

Given the scope of this study, the dependent variable to employ should represent the effectiveness of automation support in producing a return to NNI baseline values after deviation. With that in mind, a composite variable (proportion of “inwards” after deviation) has been computed by dividing the number of consecutive minutes within the ±1 standard deviation interval by the number of total minutes within the ±1 standard deviation interval. This measure would represent the effectiveness of the automation support in keeping the individual within acceptable workload levels for a prolonged period. The variable has been computed for all conditions (manual, self-paced, adaptive), thus we should expect a lack of significant differences between conditions if the return to baseline is random and/or “physiological”. Two ANOVA mixed designs were carried out using the proportion of “inwards” (system effectiveness) and the number of game restart (individual performance) as dependent variables. Condition (Manual vs. Self-paced vs. Adaptive) and Gender (Males vs. Females) were used as factors. The latter was included in order to control for differences between males and females in computer gaming performance (see American Association of University Women, 1998). Results showed a significant interaction Gender by Condition for the proportion of inwards ($F_{2,38}=3.10, p=.056$). Duncan post-hoc testing showed that the interaction was due to males showing greater proportion of inwards after deviation with the adaptive automation than with manual control and self-paced automation ($p<.05$; figure 1). Main effects of Gender ($F_{1,19}=6.90, p<.05$) and a tendency towards statistical significance for Condition ($p=.08$) were found for the number of restart. Females gaming performance was significantly worse than males’ and Duncan post-doc testing showed that gaming performance with self-paced automation was worse than that in manual control and adaptive automation.
Discussion and Conclusions

An adaptive system should provide support for mitigating mental workload when the operator functional state is compromised and it should deactivate when the operator is back into “normal” functioning. In this study we have devised an experimental adaptive system based on the distribution of eye fixations. It was a rather basic system aimed at a laboratory investigation. The system was able to activate the automation support when the ocular index deviated from (a previously computed) baseline and to deactivate it when the index returned to baseline values. Changes in the index values obtained in the adaptive automation condition were compared to those occurring in the same task under manual control and self-paced automation support. Results showed a beneficial effect of the ocular-driven adaptive automation, but limited to male participants. Analyses carried out on gaming performance showed that females performed significantly worse than males in this task, thus suggesting that the gender difference found for the automation support should probably be considered a floor effect. Differential ability of males and females with visuo-spatial gaming and computing in general is well known (American Association of University Women, 1998) and in this case has been exacerbated by the absence of a proper training with the game prior to experimentation.

Interestingly, we found a detrimental effect of self-paced automation on performance. Apparently, performance in the adaptive automation condition
matches that obtained with manual control, although it was characterized by better workload management (as indicated by results on the proportion of inwards, even if limited to males). Self-paced automation appears to “get into the way”, neither producing a mitigation of workload nor improving performance.

This was a first attempt in testing the potential of the NNI as a real-time trigger for automation. Moreover, these findings and the potential application of the technique are limited to those settings in which an operator seats in front of a display (e.g. Air Traffic Control). Results are far from being conclusive, but yet encouraging. One of the major flaws of the present study was lack of training with the task that probably affected female participants most. A replication of this study with a trained sample showing homogeneous performance levels is needed to disentangle the effect found.
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